ART & DESIGN Miami

Look

ORLANDO
Full Sail University, NASA
Kennedy Space Center, Disney
Yellow Shoes

SARASOTA
Ringling Museum of Art &
School of Design

MIAMI
Wolfsonian Museum, Miami Ad
School, Independant Artists

Experience

My group had the opportunity
to receive real world experience
from several advertising
agencies, schools, museums,
and self sufficient artists.

We observed art and design
from timeless pieces in history
to contemporary works.

The team was also able to
network with other students
and professionals in our field.

Learn

We gained better knowledge
of the elements and principles
of design, use of media and
the techniques associated, as
well as problem solving and
creative possibilities.

My project involved my
observation of people's
complete lack of notice of the
art work around them due to
the overwhelming amount of
stimuli and busyness of their
daily lives.
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